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For consideration of the committee:

I am appalled at the consideration of using drones for service delivery in the inner north of Canberra.

Drones are a tremendous (and inevitable) piece of technology for selective use in many ways, and in the
appropriate conditions, ie  where they do not impinge on the quality of human life and on wildlife.

Their use at more mundane levels, for commercial service delivery within suburbs, however, is an entirely
different matter.

Such use is completely at odds with the environment which the residents cherish here in CAnberra, and which
the ACT's history values. As part of the Canberra Plan we all benefit from attractive open spaces. At the
individual suburban level we are encouraged to have unfenced gardens with native shrubs and trees to attract
and support native wildlife, particularly birds, within them, The concept of a commercial company bringing in
drones on a widespread basis, flying above people's roofs and yards, entering and disturbing this landscape
and airspace is completely abhorrent. 

I have been a Labor voter since coming to Canberra 20 years ago. ACT Labor has made some great
decisions over that time which have improved this city and territory., particularly in the area of community and
environment. I thus  find it astounding that the government can seriously be considering approving such
legislation. 

Personally, this drone issue is a real deal-breaker for me as a voter. I will vote against any party which
proposes this unwarranted and destructive expansion of the use of commercial service drones in a suburban
area.

Signed: Paul Cliff




